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 Details on injuries and care
 come from a psychiatric nurse
 and sociologist who conduct
 a Victim Counseling Program
 at Boston City Hospital.

 ANN WOLBERT BURGESS
 LYNDA LYTLE HOLMSTROM

 Forcible rape is one of the four
 major violent crimes in the United
 States, and it affects the lives of
 thousands of women each year. FBI
 Uniform Crime Reporting indicates
 an 11 percent increase in the num-
 ber of reported rapes in 1972. Al-
 though there has been a significant
 rise in the past three years in reports
 of forcible rape, little exists in the
 way of support services for rape
 victims. One service, a Victim Coun-
 seling Program, was begun July 20,
 1972, as a voluntary collaboration
 between Boston College School of
 Nursing and the Boston City Hospi-
 tal Emergency Department. The
 program provides 24-hour-a-day
 crisis intervention service for rape
 victims. To the best of our knowl-

 edge, it was the first such program
 in the Boston area and one of the
 first in the United States.

 A psychiatric nurse and a sociol-
 ogist, the co-authors of this article,
 staff the program. Originally, ser-
 vices were for adult victims. How-

 ever, in December 1972, the Pedi-
 atric Walk-In Department of the

 Boston City Hospital requested the
 staff's services and, thus, the pro-
 gram began to include child victims
 of rape, attempted rape, sexual as-
 sault, or molesting. The police, the
 district attorney's office in Boston,
 and one private hospital also began
 to make referrals.

 The counseling program is a
 nurse-to-nurse referral service func-

 tioning in the following way. The
 rape victim comes to the Emergen-
 cy Department of the Boston City
 Hospital and is seen by the triage
 nurse, who calls the gynecologist
 and then both counselors, who come
 immediately to the hospital regard-
 less of the time.

 The counselors talk with the vic-.

 tim, family, friends who accompa-
 nied the victim, and the police to
 gather as much data as possible for
 assessing the crisis.

 The nurse-counselor makes a

 follow-up telephone call within 24
 to 48 hours to further assess the

 psychological and physical state of
 the victim. Weekly telephone calls
 continue until the crisis state stabil-
 izes. When cases become ready for
 court, often the crisis is reactivated
 and longer follow-ups are required.
 An evaluation and termination tele-

 phone call is made at the appropri-
 ate point, or home visits are made
 in selected cases where a telephone
 is not available.

 In our early work with over 80
 victims, we saw certain patterns
 which have major implications for
 nursing management.

 The act of reporting a rape sets
 into motion a complicated process.
 The victim is often swept along by
 the day-to-day workings of the po-
 lice system, the hospital system, and
 the legal system. She is caught up
 in a process which is routine to the
 authorities, but new to her and most
 often not completely understood by
 her. More may be done for her or
 to her than she expected.

 Most of the rape cases we have
 seen at Boston City Hospital were
 referred by the police. The police
 either advised the victim to go or
 brought the victim to the hospital.
 This is important for nursing man-

 agement, since it means that the
 woman has had to deal not only
 with the sexual assault, but also with
 the police. Even though many
 women are grateful for their help,
 talking with them is one more
 stressful situation for the victim.

 Furthermore, in most of the
 cases, someone other than the vic-
 tim was involved in reporting the
 rape to the police. Someone other
 than the victim made the decision

 to call, acted as intermediary at the
 request of the victim, or persuaded
 the victim herself to call. During
 the confusion which follows rape, it
 often is hard to determine exactly
 who made the decision to notify
 the police. It was clear, however,
 that in a considerable number of
 cases with which we were con-

 cerned, other people took it upon
 themselves to make the decision for

 the victim. In our sample, such per-
 sons included mother, father, broth-
 er, sister, grandmother, roommate,
 friend, fireman, and stranger. Part
 of the counseling process involves
 talking with these persons also.

 Medical Process

 Once at the emergency ward, the
 attention the rape victim receives
 depends on the protocol of the par-
 ticular hospital. At Boston City Hos-
 pital, the victim is generally seen
 for medical and counseling services
 within an hour. The priority of
 treatment is first, medical. This in-
 cludes obtaining a brief history,
 diagnosing general trauma, perform-
 ing a gynecological examination and
 laboratory tests, and providing
 treatment for such health concerns

 as prevention of pregnancy and
 venereal disease. Second is psycho-
 logical treatment, assessment and
 counseling. Referral-gynecological,
 medical, and psychological follow-
 up--is third.

 The gynecologist examines the
 victim and writes the medical and

 gynecological report. He generally
 records in the patient's words a brief
 history of the time, place, and cir-
 cumstances of the sexual assault.

 Statements on the patient's general
 appearance, physical and emotional
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 "Women have said things like, 'i will never be
 normal again,' and 'I wish he'd killed me.' "

 condition, bruises, lacerations, and
 torn or bloody clothing are re-
 corded.

 In our sample, the general phys-
 ical examination of rape victims for
 signs of trauma indicated a signif-
 icant proportion of victims suffered
 trauma, bruises, and lacerations, as
 the chart below shows.

 Close to half the women were

 threatened with an actual weapon.
 Bruises to the body were from the
 weapon or the assailant's hands or
 fists. Struggles on the ground often
 resulted in abrasions of the legs,
 arms, and back.

 Symptoms of trauma were re-.
 ported more frequently than were
 found on examination. For exam-

 ple, many women reported that
 assailants put their hands around
 their throats and threatened to kill

 them if they did not do as the assail-
 ants demanded. Most of the women,

 fearing death, complied. Often there
 were no visible signs of trauma with
 these reports. In our sample, 21 vic-
 tims reported being physically held
 by the assailants and 12 had verbal
 threats of danger without the pres-
 ence of an actual weapon.

 Twelve of the 80 victims required

 medical, surgical, or orthopedic con-
 sultation in addition to x-ray ser-
 vices to confirm a diagnosis secon-
 dary to the rape diagnosis.

 During the gynecological exam-
 ination, a water-moistened speculum
 is used to preserve all evidence. The
 examination for trauma includes ob-

 servation of the external genitalia,
 perineum, cervix and vaginal wall
 for trauma and lacerations. Spec-
 imens are obtained from the ure-

 thral orifice for bacteriological test-
 ing for venereal disease, from the
 cervix for cytology and Papanicol-
 aou staining, and from the vagina
 and cervix for chemistry and sperm
 testing. The physical findings are
 shown in the chart below.

 Eight of the 80 victims did not
 receive speculum/pelvic examina-
 tions. Copious vaginal bleeding re-
 quired immediate vaginal packing
 and hospitalization of one victim.
 The hymen ring was intact and thus
 just a swab of the vaginal wall was
 taken from four patients. Two vic-
 tims were not examined because of

 their pain and anxiety and one
 patient refused a pelvic/speculum
 examination.

 Women were usually concerned

 about the possibility of pregnancy
 resulting from the rape but none in
 our sample became pregnant. To
 guard against pregnancy, the gyne-
 cologist prescribes diethylstilbestrol.
 Women have sometimes heard of

 the medication as the "morning-
 after pill" or it is explained as a
 "chemical D and C." This medica-
 tion should be started as soon as

 possible and certainly within 24 to
 36 hours to prevent implantation of
 a fertilized egg.

 A variety of factors influence the
 physician's decision to prescribe
 medication of this type. Current
 birth control practice of the woman
 is one factor. Seventeen of the 80
 victims were either on oral contra-

 ceptive pills (11 women), had an
 intrauterine device (4 women), or
 had had a tubal ligation (2 women).

 Phase of the menstral cycle is
 another factor. For women who

 were raped midway in their men-
 strual cycle, the concern about preg-
 nancy was greatest. Even those
 women close to their menstrual

 periods were given prescriptions if
 they wished. Ten of the 80 victims
 were raped during their menstrual
 periods. These women had extra
 trauma from the tampon being
 pushed into the posterior cul-de-sac.
 The gynecologist removed the tam-
 pon on speculum examination.

 Fear of exposure to venereal dis-
 ease was a major concern of almost
 all women in our sample. Routine
 medical treatment was to administer

 procaine penicillin intramuscularly.
 Oral antibiotics were prescribed for
 those victims allergic to penicillin.

 While venereal disease is a major
 concern at the time of the rape, a
 number of women will develop
 acute vaginal infections which may
 become chronic. Women need to be
 seen for follow-up six weeks later,
 and we recommend they be seen
 again six months after that, to be
 sure they have not contracted a ve-
 nereal disease, especially syphilis.

 Psychological Process

 For most women in the sample,
 the rape represented a crisis with
 either psychological or social conse-

 SIGNS OF TRAUMA IN 80 VICTIMS

 Head Face Throat Chest Abdomen Back Arms Legs

 Trauma 19 23 13 9 7 15 20 17
 Lacera- 3 11 3 1 - - 2 4
 tions

 While 147 marks were visible on physical examination,
 not all violence left visible signs.

 GYNECOLOGICAL PHYSICAL FINDINGS

 Perineum Hymen Vulva Vagina Cervix Anus

 Bruises 7 2 9 4 10 5
 Lacera- 3 5 3 4 2 3
 tions

 In addition to the 147 visible signs of violence found in
 the general physical examination, 57 more were found by the gynecologist.
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 quences. This was made overwhelm-
 ingly clear both from data collected
 from the interview at the hospital
 and during follow-up telephone
 counseling.

 The counselors were regarded by
 the victims as part of the emergen-
 cy ward treatment team. Access to
 the women at this point in the crisis
 facilitated the therapeutic aspects of
 the counseling relationship. Most
 women responded favorably to the
 presence of the counselors and re-
 sponded equally well on follow-up
 telephone calls. One victim said:

 It is easy to talk with you, a strang-
 er. It is good the hospital has some-
 thing like this. So many people
 might tend to blame the woman.
 It's good to talk to someone who
 doesn't.

 The ease or difficulty a woman
 has in talking about the rape experi-
 ence may be viewed as her verbal
 style. The hospital system places de-
 mands on the victim to answer ques-
 tions and describe the details of the

 rape. Victims respond to this in dif-
 ferent ways. Some victims, because
 of their natural talking style or their
 youth, find this pressure to talk dif-
 ficult and have a defensive reaction.

 Other victims respond to the pres-
 sure to talk with relief. It gives
 them a chance to ventilate some of

 their feelings. The verbal styles of
 the victims in our sample ranged
 from quiet to guarded to verbal to
 talkative. Often there were shifts

 from one style to another within an
 interview.

 According to our data, one-half of
 the women in our sample were ver-
 bal and talkative and half were on

 the quiet and guarded end of the
 spectrum. Both styles are normal
 and it is important that nurses be
 aware of this variance.

 The emotional style of the vic-
 tim refers to the style that is normal
 for her in expressing her feelings.
 One's emotional style tends to be-
 come exaggerated under stress and
 having to talk about the rape expe-
 rience to a variety of persons is one
 such stress for the victim.

 In our sample, two styles were
 observed: In the expressed style,
 feelings of fear, anger, or anxiety
 were expressed verbally or shown
 through such behavior as crying,
 shaking, smiling, restlessness, and
 tenseness. In the controlled style,
 feelings were masked or hidden and
 a calm, composed, or subdued af-
 fect was seen.

 Patients' responses ranged from
 fear, restlessness, tears, and anger
 to smiling, calmness, and composure.
 Some women had several of these re-

 sponses during the course of one
 interview.

 The primary reaction of almost
 all women to the rape was fear,
 that is, fear for their lives. To them
 the behavior of the assailants repre-
 sented an act of violence.

 A 35-year-old woman, who was
 grabbed by an assailant at four-
 thirty in the afternoon as she left
 her apartment to visit a friend, said:

 I felt terror. I was so scared I could
 think of nothing else but fear. There
 was no other feeling present. I don't
 know what I am going to do now
 (tears). I cannot even walk on the
 street. This is the worst experience
 of my 35 years. Nothing so terrible
 has happened before.

 In another situation, a 20-year-
 old, married student was waiting for
 a bus when a car stopped and three
 men pulled her into the car. This
 young woman said:

 I spent the whole time while I was
 riding in the car [blindfolded] think-
 ing of the girl [in a recent news-
 paper story] locked in the closet
 who was murdered.

 A 23-year-old hospital employee
 walking home after the 3:00 to
 11:00 P.M. shift was pulled into
 some bushes off the main sidewalk.
 She said:

 I tried yelling but he put his hand
 around my throat. I have never
 been strangled, but he tightened his
 hand so hard that it hurt so bad. I1
 couldn't do anything. I was fright-

 ened of dying-the thought of being
 killed when the rape was over.

 A significant number of women
 show their feelings by tears and cry-
 ing as well as other signs of being
 visibly upset such as shaking. They
 find it difficult to talk about the in-

 cident and cry when describing the
 very painful parts. Women have said
 things like, "I will never be normal
 again," and, "I wish he'd killed me."

 The expressed emotion of anger
 may have a variety of targets: the
 assailant, the act of rape, the police
 interrogation, the hospital system,
 the counseling service, the court
 process. All are appropriate foci for
 the victim's feelings.

 When they expressed anger to-
 ward a procedure in the emergency
 ward, they generally spoke of the
 pelvic examination. One statement
 captures the distress of the woman:

 The pelvic was quite depressing at
 the time. To have to get undressed
 again and get up on that table and
 go through almost the same thing
 again of something being stuck into
 you was awful.

 Another victim directed her anger
 at the assailant. She said with bit-
 terness:

 It is not fair that he should be run-
 ning around having a good time
 while I have to go through this-to
 have to take medicine that will

 make me sick. Why should I have
 to go through this?

 This victim had been raped be-
 fore. Thus she knew already one of
 the side effects of the medicine and

 talked about it at the hospital. For
 most women, the nausea and ab-
 dominal pains from medication to
 prevent pregnancy will be a new
 experience.

 Still another woman expressing
 her anger at the assailant said:

 I was angry. I could have torn him
 apart if he had not had the knife. I
 was outraged that he would do such
 a thing, that he would have the gall.
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 "Many women complain of feeling dirty and request a place to
 wash. Many have been raped outdoors. Some have been
 urinated on."

 A certain number of women ex-

 pressed feelings by smiling. Some-
 times when feelings are unbearable,
 the victim defends psychologically
 or substitutes another feeling such
 as avoidance. As one woman who

 smiled occasionally during the in-
 terview said, "Laughing is better
 than crying." As another example,
 a 20-year-old woman returned to
 her apartment after work and was
 raped six times by a man wearing
 a ski mask and rubber gloves, who
 had broken into the apartment and
 was waiting for her. During the in-
 terview, she would cry occasionally
 when describing the upsetting parts.
 She also laughed several times.
 The laugh was used as a way of
 avoiding feelings. She would say,
 "Really, nothing is wrong with me,"
 and laughed as she said it. She sub-
 stituted a laugh for the painful
 memory of the attack.

 Women who seemed calm and

 composed said they were controlling
 or hiding their feelings. They would
 say, "I will probably be depressed
 later when this really hits me." Also,
 many women were seen in the emer-
 gency ward in the middle of the
 night (between 1:00 A.M. and 5:00
 A.M. was the most frequent time)
 and these women were often ex-

 hausted; they had not slept since
 the previous night. This calm exte-
 rior might have been a sign of sheer
 exhaustion.

 A 20-year-old woman was as-
 saulted in the hallway of her apart-
 ment building by an assailant who
 had followed her and her roommate

 home from a local college night
 place. The roommate was able to
 telephone the police, who arrived in
 time to apprehend the man in the
 act of rape. At 4:00 A.M. during
 the hospital interview, the victim
 said, "I feel so tired. I know I seem
 calm. The reaction may hit me
 later." It did.

 Other victims who also presented

 a controlled, calm outward appear-
 ance found it important to present
 a "strong" appearance and to have
 people think everything was fine and
 that there would be no problems.
 The woman would say, "I'll be fine;
 you don't have to worry." Or the
 woman would talk about the rape in
 a controlled, emotionless way. This
 was her style of coping.

 Many women said they were "in
 a state of shock" and "feeling
 numb." They would say, "It doesn't
 seem real; I can't believe this hap-
 pened," or "I just want to forget it;
 I don't want to remember."

 Discussing the rape, the women
 often associated it with related is-

 sues. The woman's sexuality was one
 such issue. Some discussed previous
 sexual activity, forced sexual acts
 and/or rape, and the loss of vir-
 ginity from the rape. One woman
 said, "I remember my first sexual
 experience; the guy just jumped on
 top of me." A 24-year-old woman
 said, "I have always hated men. I
 don't like sex. This is the last straw.

 I am puritanical about sex." The
 possibility of pregnancy was also a
 concern. One woman said, "I don't
 believe in abortion; but I wouldn't
 want the baby."

 Losses, especially past relation-
 ships with men, are another theme
 in the concerns women have after

 being raped. Former engagements
 and other breakups in male-female
 relationships are often discussed.
 One woman talked of the death of

 her husband seven years previously.
 Another woman talked of her di-

 vorce three years previously. Still
 another talked of her suicide at-

 tempt as a response to her loneliness
 after her divorce.

 Concern over future relation-

 ships, especially how to cope with
 men, was another theme. For exam-
 ple, a 21-year-old woman said:

 My fiance will be enraged [at what

 happened to me]. I feel so bad. He
 didn't want me to come to school

 here. Now he won't want me to

 stay and I have one semester left.

 A newly married, 20-year-old,
 college student said:

 It's like being unfaithful, but I
 couldn't help it. I'm afraid my hus-
 band will have the feeling I let him
 down. I had a religious upbringing;
 my family will overplay the idea
 that sex with anyone outside of mar-
 riage is worse than death. I could
 never tell my family that this hap-
 pened to me.

 Nursing Implications

 Three assumptions underlie the
 theoretical framework for counsel-

 ing the rape victim: (a) the rape
 represents a situational crisis for the
 victim which is disruptive of her
 life-style; (b) the victim is viewed
 as a consumer of emergency health
 services--medical and psycholog-
 ical; and (c) crisis management of
 the rape victim is actually the prac-
 tice of primary prevention of psy-
 chiatric disorders.

 The nurse in the emergency ward
 is in an optimal position to have
 major therapeutic impact on the ex-
 perience of the rape victim in the
 hospital system. There are ways to
 make the woman's hospital experi-
 ence less traumatic.

 Periodic interdisciplinary staff
 conferences should be held by the
 emergency ward team. Staff feelings
 and attitudes about rape victims as
 well as current research findings on
 rape would be important for staff
 education.

 Time is an important factor in
 working with the rape victim. The
 police may be waiting for further
 questioning, and laboratory tests
 and treatment need to be instituted

 as quickly as possible for maximum
 effect. Delays should be avoided.
 The triage nurse should view the
 victim as high priority.

 The woman should not be left

 alone, if at all possible. If a nurse is
 not available and there is to be a

 delay for the physician, encourage
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 family or friends to stay with the
 victim for emotional support. This
 is a good time for the nurse to make
 a psychological assessment of the
 rape victim.

 A separate examining room is
 preferred to allow the woman pri-
 vacy to fully describe the circum-
 stances of the incident. The woman

 should not be rushed in her talk, as
 she may interpret this as being
 forced through the system. Force
 in any form may symbolize the rape
 experience.

 The prevailing attitudes in soci-
 ety are not on the side of the vic-
 tim. Many myths exist, leading peo-
 ple to interpret rape solely in sexual
 terms rather than in violence terms.

 Staff members may show their bias
 and ambivalence about rape victims
 through such statements as, "The
 woman is just faking," or, "This
 isn't a real rape case," or, "I don't
 believe half the stories I hear."

 Any attitude which blames the
 victim will serve only to abort any
 therapeutic relationship before it
 has a chance to develop. Listen
 carefully to the victim as she relates
 her experience and leave moral and
 legal judgments to others. The nurse
 should be nonjudgmental.

 The humanistic skills of the nurse

 will make a major difference in how
 the victim feels she has been treated

 at the hospital. The victim should
 be encouraged to talk. She has
 many feelings and thoughts about
 the rape and she often wants to talk
 if she feels someone will listen.

 Talking helps people to feel better
 and this, in turn, gives understand-
 ing of their reactions to the inci-
 dent.

 If the nurse also listens carefully
 she can understand the distress of

 the woman. When a person is
 understood, she is no longer alone
 and is more in control of her situa-

 tion. Listening and understanding
 are important skills in counseling.

 A special dimension of listening
 and understanding is to help the vic-
 tim bear the feelings she is trying to
 express. Sharing the pain is an emo-
 tionally strengthening experience for
 the victim of rape.

 The technical skills of the nurse

 are an important part of the overall
 nursing management of the rape
 victim. An important part of pre-
 paring the victim for the physical
 and gynecological examination is to
 find out if she has ever been ex-

 amined.

 For some women and especially
 child victims, this will be the first
 pelvic examination. The woman
 needs to know what is expected of
 her and what the physician will be
 doing and why. Often the gyne-
 cologist explains this, but reinforce-
 ment by the nurse will help the
 woman feel involved rather than be-

 ing the object of things that are being
 done to her. She has just been through
 an experience where consent was
 not part of the procedure, and so
 cooperation with her in the hospital
 treatment is essential for therapeutic
 care.

 The nurse can arrange for the
 physical comfort of the woman in
 the hospital. Victims in our sample
 have needed such items as safety
 pins, needle and thread to mend
 torn clothing, drinks of water to
 relieve their thirst, cigarettes to
 decrease their anxiety, and tissues
 to dry their tears.

 Many women complain of feeling
 dirty and request a place to wash.
 Many have been raped outdoors.
 Some have been urinated on. Water

 and a basin would be important
 equipment to have available after
 the medical examination is com-

 plete. Mouthwash is also a helpful
 item to provide for those women
 (of whom there are many) who
 have been forced to have oral sex.

 Health education is another ser-

 vice. The nurse is the appropriate
 person to further emphasize and
 elaborate on the prescribed med-
 ical treatment for the woman. She
 should ask if the woman understood

 what the physician advised for treat-
 ment, ask if the woman has other
 questions, be sure the woman un-
 derstands the side effects of the

 penicillin (discomfort at the site of
 the injection) and the diethylstilbes-
 trol (nausea, vomiting, vaginal spot-
 ting), and advise the woman to

 come back to the gynecological clin-
 ic or see her own gynecologist for
 follow-up examination and culture
 for venereal disease and infection.

 Discharge planning is needed,
 too. Rape victims often do not have
 transportation home. Their money
 may have been stolen, and they
 often leave the hospital at night.
 When the woman is ready for dis-
 charge from the emergency ward,
 the nurse should be sure the woman

 has transportation home or wher-
 ever she is going. Abandoning the
 victim is not therapeutic. The hos-
 pital might work out arrangements
 with appropriate community re-
 sources (such as police) for those
 situations where family or friends
 are not available to take the victim

 home.

 Crisis Center

 As rape crisis centers are develop-
 ing, emergency departments might
 have the referral telephone number
 available for the woman. Ask the

 woman for permission to give her
 number to the crisis center with the

 understanding that the follow-up
 person from the center will take the
 initiative in contacting the victim.
 All women should have access to a

 follow-up service, if at all possible.
 The therapeutic nursing manage-

 ment of the rape victim sets into
 motion a series of administrative,
 humanistic, and technical skills of
 the helper. To be a "genuine" vic-
 tim in our society means that one
 must have people available who can
 accept and acknowledge that some-
 thing extremely disruptive has oc-
 curred in one's life. In other words,
 the victim's claim to having been
 victimized needs to receive confir-

 mation from others. If, however,
 the staff's attitude appears to be
 that "nothing has happened" to the
 woman, or if the attitude that "she
 asked for it" clouds the issue of

 physical and psychological trauma,
 the humanistic approach will be lost.

 It does not take a psychiatric
 nurse or nursing clinician to talk
 with a rape victim. It is vital that
 all nurses have such counseling
 skills. A
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